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PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

ADDALONG™ PLATINUM AWNING CANVAS
The revolutionary new Addalong Platinum canvas range is the combination of lighter 
weight and high strength canvas that has been specifi cally designed for greater 
versatility and multiple awning applications. Where many believe traditional awning 
canvas is the best performing Australian awning fabric, the downside has been its 
rather heavy weight of 540gsm weight, with many industry opinions holding the 
view that it is not suitable for modern folding arm awning systems, and restricted 
only to fi xed arm systems.

The new generation Addalong™ Platinum canvas with a weight of 390gsm weight 
and superior in strength and other technical aspects, solves the above problem 
and allows the popular choice of Australian awning canvas to be used on all styles 
of external awning systems.

Width ............................................................220cm

Weight ..........................................................390gsm

Water Column ..............................................1000mm

Tear Strength (Warp x Weft) .......................102N x 67N  

Light fastness (maximum = 7) ...................7

Canvas Base ................................................Polyester

The above nominal fi gures are subject to 5% tolerance and change without notice
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NAVY

BRUNSWICK 

BURGUNDY

BLACK

BEIGE

CHOCOLATE

LIGHT GREY

BIO-ULTRASHIELD – Addalong’s 
Fabric Protective Coating System

The Bio-Ultrashield fabric protective system is unique 
to WCT and makes all the fabrics in this Addalong™ 
fabric selection the best performing awning canvas 
for colour vibrancy, heat resistance, and long-lasting 
brilliant appearance. Addalong is the only Australian 
awning canvas that incorporates the fi rst stage of the 
Bio-UltraShield coating system which is a singeing 
and scouring process that removes all impurities 
from within the woven canvas… prior to the colourful 
protective coating. 

The fi nished result is a bruise-resistant and far more 
absorbent canvas surface for adhesion of the protective 
coating. This process also removes all the impurities 
from the weaving process including oils and lubricants 
that have a tendency to attract mildew.


